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I help companies scale.

As an advisor:

As an employee:
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1. How Pinterest used Content Loops to Grow?



What are loops?

Loops are systems that reliably drive growth without 
effort by the company:

Acquisition Loops exist when retained users reliably attract new users.

Retention Loops exist when usage of a product increases the likelihood 

of future usage for that same user.

What are they for?



At Pinterest, our loops had broken.

Pinterest used a hybrid viral/content acquisition loop based on the 

Facebook Open Graph, which Facebook turned off.

Pinterest used a peer-based retention loop where you were notified 

when people interacted with your content. Pinners started caring 

more about the content and less about other users over time.

We needed new growth loops.



Pinterest also wasn’t growing internationally.

These loops were not working internationally, so Pinterest wasn’t sustainably 

growing outside the U.S.



Finding new acquisition loops

People were created collections of 
content of different topics.

We made these available to Google 
when people searched for these topics.

Furthermore, we could aggregate the 
top repinned content on various topics 
into our own pages.

What about Google?



Finding new acquisition loops

We scaled this strategy to 15 million 
visits a day.

There was just one problem: no one 
was converting into Pinterest users.

What about Google?



Closing the Loop: Project Gift Wrap

Recently ran an experiment making a 
new page available to search engines, 
which decreased signups.

As we analyzed the experiment, we 
saw the reason was because when 
people clicked on these links from 
other pages, they were blocked and 
asked to sign up, and they did.

Learning from failed traffic experiments.



Closing the Loop: Project Gift Wrap

We let users scroll infinitely on these 
board pages, but only showed 25 Pins 
to search engines.

For simplicity, we decided to make the 
same rule for users as search engines.

Simple, fast experiments.



Closing the Loop: Project Gift Wrap

The results?

50% improvement in conversion rate

No decrease in search engine traffic

No decrease in activation rate (at 
least at first)

Continued optimization led to 
increasing conversion rate 5x over time 
while being less annoying

Results.



Closing the Loop: The Mobile Equation
Mobile Web Signups vs. App Installs



Closing the Loop: App Interstitials
Iterate, iterate, iterate.



Closing the Loop: App Interstitials
Google vs. not.



Closing the Loop: Activation

Google users had different intent that 
our onboarding was not built for.

We needed to change our onboarding 
(and our product) from social 
connections and social 
recommendations to personal interests 
and recommendations.

Will they stick around?



Closing the Loop: Activation

Recommendations need to be in local 
language, ingredients, and 
measurements.

Calls to action need to be localized

Pin -> Save

Board -> Collection

What about international?



Closing the Loop: Algorithmic Feed
Changing the product to address our new audience.

Changed feeds to recommend based on interest instead of friends.

Feed adjusts for every Pin you take action on to get better every use 

using personal data instead of friend connections.



Closing the Loop: Bring People Back

Right content i.e. it reinforces value of 
product

Right time

Right amount

Start messaging like a personal assistant



The New Acquisition Loop: Content Loop
Improve Content 
Shown to Search 

Engines Pinterest Content 
Attracts You from 
Search Engines

Activate You 
with Specific, 

Relevant 
Content + 
Extension

You Repin
Content 
Pinterest 

Recommends 
(Quality Signal)

Show Free 
Preview to 

Attract Signup/
Download

You Save New 
Content to 
Pinterest 
(Quantity 

Signal)



The New Retention Loop: Data Loop

You Save 
Content

Pinterest Learns
What You Like

Pinterest 
Recommends 
Better Content

Pinterest Notifies 
You of More 

Content



2.How do you build a content loop?



So how do you build a content loop?

Step #1: Find ways to get content from your users

Examples: 

Reviews for Meituan-Dianping

Product pages for Taobao

Status updates from Weibo



So how do you build a content loop?

Step #2: Give users an incentive (and mechanism) to share

Examples: 

Tok Tok makes it easy to record and share to other apps

Youku makes it easy to record and embed anywhere



So how do you build a content loop?

Step #3: Find where your target audience is and distribute there

Example places to distribute: 

WeChat

Baidu

Youku



So how do you build a content loop?

Step #4: Tweak traffic from these source to showcase value

Example places to distribute: 

If they’re coming from Baidu, give them an answer, but also deeper 

value to explore

If they’re coming from Youku, they are looking for entertainment, 

so show a lot of related content to hook them



So how do you build a content loop?

Step #5: Convert, activate, and add friction to get them to create as well

Example ways to do this:

Ask them to sign up after seeing a certain amount of content

Ask for their interests

Teach them to create quickly



3.What if content loops aren`t right for me?



There are many different types of loops.

Questions to think about to determine the right loops for your business?

What is the value of this product? (The Value Promise)

Who is creating that value? (The Value Generator)

Who is distributing the value to others, and what is their incentive? 

(The Value Distributor)



Micro Loops
The three types of micro loops and their sub types

Fuel/Constraint=Users

Viral loops the primary
constraint is the number
of users flowing
through the loop.

Fuel/Constraint=Content

Content loops the primary
constraint the amount of
content

Fuel/Constraint=Capital

Paid loops the primary
constraint is capital
available to reinvest in
cycles of the loop.

VIRAL LOOPS CONTENT LOOPS PAID LOOPS



Micro Loops
The three types of micro loops and their sub types

Different Distributor Value Promise

The differernt types of viral loops are 
determined by the value promise to
distribute.

CONTENT LOOPS PAID LOOPS

PERSONAL VIRAL LOOPS

VIRAL LOOPS

FINANCIAL VIRAL LOOPS

SOCIAL VIRAL LOOPS



Micro Loops
The three types of micro loops and their sub types

Different Value Generator

The differernt types of
conent loops are
determined by the type of
value genertor.

CGC LOOP

UGC LOOP

SGC LOOP

CONTENT LOOPS PAID LOOPS

PERSONAL VIRAL LOOPS

VIRAL LOOPS

FINANCIAL VIRAL LOOPS

SOCIAL VIRAL LOOPS



Micro Loops
The three types of micro loops and their sub types

CGC LOOP

UGC LOOP

SGC LOOP

CONTENT LOOPS PAID LOOPS

PERSONAL VIRAL LOOPS

VIRAL LOOPS

FINANCIAL VIRAL LOOPS

SOCIAL VIRAL LOOPS

AD LOOP

SALES LOOP

INTEGRATION LOOP

Value Promise Friction + Distribution

The differernt types of paid loops are
determined by the value promise friction
which determines who is distribution



summary

1. Find the loops that make sense for your business.
2. Optimize the flow to close the loop.
3. For content loops, you both need content and an

incentive and channel for sharing.




